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OXFORD STREET GARAGE
1/15/07 1/15/07 52 OXFORD STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED1:17 AM 1:17 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of an individual who had set up a table in the garage and was studying. Officers report   
that the individual had purchased a parking permit so that they could study in the garage over the weekend.               

FAIRFAX HALL
1/15/07 1/15/07 1300 MASSACHUSETTS AVEUNWANTED GUEST CLOSED1:59 AM 1:59 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of an unwanted guest in front of the building and other individuals making noise in the   
area. Officers report that they sent the individual on their way and that there was no noise in the area upon their       
arrival.                                                                                                                  

1/15/07 1/11/07  5:30 PM  - 267 WESTERN AVETHEFT REPORT CLOSED7:55 AM 1/15/07  5:00 AM ALLSTON
Officer dispatched to take a report of stolen copper valued at $2,500.00 and stolen scraps of lead valued at $50.00.      

MURR CENTER
1/15/07 1/15/07 65 N HARVARD STPROPERTY DAMAGE CLOSED1:07 PM 1:07 PM BOSTON

Officer dispatched to take a report of property damage done to the mechanical box which regulates the parking gate.       
Officer reports that a contractor in the area capped the exposed wires and shut off the breakers for the electricity to   
the box. Harvard Operations was notified to fix the box.                                                                  

1/15/07 1/15/07 KIRKLAND ST/QUINCY STMOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT CLOSED2:27 PM 2:27 PM CAMBRIDGE
Officer assisted two individuals who were involved in a motor vehicle accident exchange necessary paperwork. No injuries  
were reported.                                                                                                            

HARVARD YARD
1/15/07 1/15/07 1 PEABODY STROBBERY REPORT ARREST3:28 PM 3:28 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of an assault that had just occurred in the Harvard Yard. Officers spoke with the         
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individual who stated that they were walking near the Lamont Library when they were approached by two unknown individuals.
One of the suspects demanded that they turn over their white Apple iPod. The individual began to yell for help and was    
then struck in the head with an umbrella by one of the suspects. The suspects then fled the area. HUPD and Cambridge      
Police officers conducted a search of the area and located the two individuals. After a brief pursuit the two individuals 
were apprehended and placed under arrest. The iPod that was stolen during the 1/13/07 robbery in the Harvard Yard was     
recovered during this incident.                                                                                           
                                                                                                                          
Name: Juvenile Arrest                                                                                                     
Charge(s): A&B Dangerous Weapon                                                                                           
Armed Robbery                                                                                                             
Attempt to Commit A Crime                                                                                                 
Name: Juvenile Arrest                                                                                                     
Charge(s): A&B Dangerous Weapon                                                                                           
Armed Robbery                                                                                                             
Attempt to Commit A Crime                                                                                                 

CURRIER HOUSE A
1/15/07 1/15/07 64 LINNAEAN STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED6:48 PM 6:48 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of two individuals jumping inside a window. Officers located the individuals who had      
climbed through their window. The individual was informed not to climb through their window.                              

AU BON PAIN
1/15/07 1/15/07 1360 MASSACHUSETTS AVETRESPASS WARNING CLOSED11:11 PM 11:11 PM - 11:26 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of an individual who was on the ground in the store and would not wake up upon request.   
Upon arrival officers located the individual who was lying on the ground. Officers informed the individual to stand up to 
which they complied. The reporting individual stated that the individual has been causing problems today and in the past  
couple weeks. The individual was checked for wants/warrants with negative results and sent on their way with a trespass   
warning for all Harvard University property and the Au Bon Pain.                                                          


